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Background: 
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs)
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Sparse Data and  
Deep Generative Models

VAEs/DLGMs are almost exclusively applied to images, 
not text or other high-dimensional, sparse data (some 
exceptions: Miao et al., 2016; Bowman et al., 2016).

Why? Sparse "texty" data is everywhere! (Documents, 
social networks, ratings/views/listens, medical diagnoses, 
etc., etc.)



Our Hypothesis: 
Local Optima

Many observed words are rare.

The inference network needs to see each rare word a few 
times to learn to interpret that word.

But if the inference network's inferences are bad, the 
generative network's gradient signal will be bad.



Our Approach
Use the inference network as an initializer and  

optimize from there. (Cf. Hjelm et al. 2016)



Experimental Results:
Held-Out Perplexity

Deeper is better for large datasets.

TF-IDF often helps, never hurts.

Secondary optimization at training time always helps 
deeper models.

Secondary optimization at test time is very important.

Come to the poster for details.



Introspection and 
Interpretability

What makes "shallow" models (e.g., LDA) interpretable?

A hypothesis: It's because the parameters encode a linear 
relationship between latent vectors z and observations x:

E[x|z] = ✓z;
@E[x|z]

@z

= ✓.



Introspection and 
Interpretability

What makes "shallow" models (e.g., LDA) interpretable?

A hypothesis: It's because the parameters encode a linear 
relationship between latent vectors z and observations x:

For nonlinear models this Jacobian depends on z, so we 
average over samples of z:
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Diagnosing Pruning
The singular value spectrum of J tells us how many latent 
dimensions are being used.

We find that secondary optimization dramatically reduces 
overpruning in deep models.



Word Embeddings
We can use the rows of J as word embeddings, with 
sensible results:



Contextual Word Embeddings
Using the Jacobian matrix for a particular z gives context-
dependent embeddings:



Summary

We addressed some issues with fitting VAEs to sparse, 
high-dimensional "texty" data.

We proposed a simple way to examine what deep models 
of text are learning.

Come to the poster and let's talk about details, extensions, 
and applications!


